
It is always our intent to be the best we can be and with your feedback on this survey you can assist us

in maintaining the high standards that we set for ourselves.  We also have questions that will give us

feedback that is beneficial to the club, angels and our dance facility.  Be straight forward with your 

answers, we can't fix a problem if we don't know what it is.  Feel free to put your name on the survey, or feel

to put someone else's name on the survey, but we ask if you DO NOT like something please let us know

how or what you would consider an appropriate change or solution to fix said problem.

Again it has been our pleasure to be a part of your Square Dance Experience.  We will always be here to

answer any questions you may have as you move forward into the world of Square Dancing.

We have given you enough information to get you started into this fun activity, but remember you are just

at the start of your square dancing career.  The learning process in square dancing is an on going thing.

Remember it's not the quantity of calls you know that make you a proficient square dancer, it's the 

quality of the calls.

1 How did you participate in the lessons? Angel Student

2 On a scale of 1 to 10  ( 1 being lowest / 10 being Highest ) how would your rate the lessons?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 Your thought on the length of the lessons based on 18 weeks?   To Short   Too Long       OK

4 Your thought on the 6:30 to 7:00 warm up time? Good Bad    No Comment

5 Your thought on the pace of teaching within the lessons? To Fast  To Slow        OK

6 Your thought on the content taught during the lessons?           To Much    Not Enough      OK

7 On a scale of 1 to 10  ( 1 being lowest / 10 being Highest ) how would you rate your instructor?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

8 Instructors knowledge of calls taught during the lessons and explanation of those calls?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

9 Did you enjoy the lessons?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

10 Would you recommend others to come and take lessons from this caller?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 On a scale of 1 to 10 how would you rate the angels that attended the lessons?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

12 On a scale of 1 to 10 how would you rate the dance facility?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

13 Your thoughts on the cost of lessons? To Much         Not Enough          OK

14 Your thoughts on Lesson Ladies checking you in each week? Like Dislike OK

15 Any additional comments can be made on the reverse side of the page.
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